PLEASE READ THIS FIRST!
To preserve shipping box for return or future shipping, please use an assistant to help lift
your Powertow from the Box. This will help preserve the box should you ever want
to ship this unit later (new shipping kits cost $75).
Do not cut plastic straps holding machine to the board.
.

Do not remove bolt holding machine to the board.
Remove Handle Box (attached to this sheet).

.

Accessories will be in here
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Remove loose accessories..
Remove inserts..

Wood Platform

Lift front by blue arms and the rear by
gripping blue frame on each side of engine.
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Cardboard Inserts

If you cannot find a helper, consider doing the following to save the box.
1) Remove any loose accessories. Leave everything else in place,
including Handle Box..
2) Close box flaps (fasten with tape if you have tape available)
3) Carefully roll box upside down. It is 110lb+ CAREFUL!
4) Open Bottom of box and fold flaps all the way down.
5) Use tape to hold flaps down. 4 small pieces should do.
6) CAREFULLY roll box to upright position
7) Lift off box.
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INITIAL UNPACKING
1) Carefully unwrap or cut film wrap holding manual and assembly
parts pack in place. Remove and set aside.
The front arm of the machine is spring loaded. Keep clear
of arm as it moves outward as film is removed.
2) If you have a 12VDC model, cut 2 plastic battery straps and remove.
3) Leave strap on Tire.
Bag containing manual
and assembly parts

Battery
(12VDC
units)

Arm will swing this way
4) Remove nut and washers holding rear of unit to board.
5) Slip one of the box straps under the board and through the short,
horizontal square tubes on the front of the machine.
6) Push down on front of machine to raise the rear.
7) Tighten and tie plastic strap to hold machine in place.
8) Open assembly packet and read assembly instructions.
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